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Abstract

The mechanism of permanganate-mediated dual C–H oxidation of complex diketopiperazines has 

been examined with density functional theory computations. The products of these oxidations are 

enabling intermediates in the synthesis of structurally diverse ETP natural products. We evaluated, 

for the first time, the impact of ion-pairing and aggregation states of the permanganate ion and 

counter-cations, such as bis(pyridine)-silver(I) (Ag+) and tetra-n-butyl ammonium (TBA+), on the 

C–H oxidation mechanism. The C–H abstraction occurs through an open shell singlet species, as 

noted previously, followed by O-rebound and a competing OH-rebound pathway. The second C–H 

oxidation proceeds with a second equivalent of oxidant with lower free energy barriers than the 

first C–H oxidation due to directing effects and the generation of a more reactive oxidant species 

after the first C–H oxidation. The success and efficiency of the second CH oxidation is found to be 

critically dependent on the presence of an ion-paired oxidant. We used the developed mechanistic 

knowledge to rationalize an experimentally observed oxidation pattern for C3-indole substituted 

diketopiperazine (+)-5 under optimal oxidation conditions: namely, the formation of diol (−)-6 as a 

single diastereomer and lack of the ketone products. We proposed two factors that may impede the 

ketone formation: (i) the conformational flexibility of the diketopiperazine ring, and (ii) hindrance 

of this site, making it less accessible to the ion-paired oxidant species.
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Introduction

Diketopiperazines are important building blocks for the synthesis of 

epipolythiodiketopiperazine (ETP) alkaloids,1 which are a diverse and structurally complex 

class of natural products.2–3 ETPs are of significant interest to the scientific community 

because of their synthetically challenging architecture and potent biological activities due to 

their unique polysulfane motif.4 Several strategies for converting complex diketopiperazines 

into the corresponding ETPs have been developed by the Movassaghi group.1, 5–10 A critical 

step in these ETP syntheses is the oxidation of the α-C–H bonds of diketopiperazine 

precursors with permanganate salts, bis(pyridine)-silver(I) permanganate (1)11 and tetra-n-

butyl ammonium permanganate (2).12 This transformation is highly efficient and selective, 

providing di- and tetra-hydroxylation on monomeric and dimeric diketopiperazine 

substrates, respectively, to afford products as a single diastereomer with stereoretention at 

the α-position (e.g., (+)-3 → (+)-4 and (+)-5 → (−)-6, see Scheme 1).13 As such, this 

strategy has greatly increased the synthetic accessibility of complex ETP natural products, 

such as (+)-dideoxyverticilin A,6 and (+)-gliocladin B.14

Extensive mechanistic studies of alkyl C–H oxidation by the permanganate ion have 

determined that the reaction proceeds through i) rate-limiting cleavage of the C–H bond 

either through hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) or hydride transfer, ii) coupling of the reduced 

Mn species and oxidized C center (i.e., radical or carbocation), which is often called the O-

rebound step, and iii) hydrolysis of the resulting permanganate ester to alcohols (Figure 1).
15–18 Mayer and coworkers have demonstrated that the character of the C–H cleavage step 

depends on the reaction environment: the C–H cleavage of toluene by potassium 

permanganate in water proceeds through a hydride transfer mechanism whereas the same 

process with 2 in toluene proceeds through a radical mechanism.17 The ability of the d0 

MnVII permanganate ion—which has a closed-shell singlet ground state—to engage in HAT 

reactivity is attributed to the formation of strong O–H bonds in the reduced Mn species.16–19 

It was also shown that the enthalpy of activation (ΔH‡) and reaction enthalpy (ΔH) for 

several aryl alkane substrates reacting with 2 fit a linear relationship (Evans-Polanyi)16 

implicating bond dissociation energy (BDE) as a reasonable indicator of C–H bond 

reactivity within classes of substrates.

However, this mechanism fails to explain several outcomes for permanganate mediated C–H 

oxidation in various complex diketopiperazine substrates, such as observation of partial 

oxidation (e.g., monohydroxylation), cases of either mono or double oxidation of 

methylenes, the impact of stereochemistry on the observed oxidation level, stereo-inversion 

(instead of typically observed stereo-retention), as well as the effect of the oxidant (e.g., 1 or 

2) and solvent on the reaction outcomes. We therefore set out to evaluate the C–H oxidation 
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mechanism for complex substrates in more details in order to gain insight into the source of 

these unexpected findings. Here, we use density functional theory (DFT) calculations to 

address the following questions: i) What is the mechanism for dual oxidation of the 

diketopiperazines? ii) How critical is the proximity of the counter-cation to the oxidant (i.e., 

through ion-pairing) and how do the counter-cations like bis(pyridine)-silver(I) (Py2Ag+) 

and tetra-n-butyl ammonium (TBA+) affect the reaction outcomes? and iii) What factors lead 

to mono-oxidation at the C15 position of (+)-5? (Scheme 1B) It is expected that expanding 

our atomistic-level understanding of the mechanism of this vital oxidation reaction to more 

complex settings will allow us to develop predictive models and will advance our ability for 

synthesis of valuable natural products from diketopiperazines.

Computational methodology.

Geometry optimizations and frequency calculations were performed with the Gaussian 09 

suite of programs20 at the B3LYP-D3/[6-31G(d,p) + Lanl2dz (Mn)] level of theory (called as 

B3LYP-D3/BS1) with the corresponding Hay-Wadt effective core potentials21–23 for Mn and 

Grimme’s empirical dispersion-correction for B3LYP.24 Frequency analysis is used to 

characterize each minimum with zero imaginary frequencies and each transition state (TS) 

structure with only one imaginary frequency. Intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) calculations 

were performed for selected TSs to identify associated reactants and products.

Bulk solvent effects are incorporated in all calculations (optimization of geometries, 

frequency and energy calculations) at the self-consistent reaction field polarizable 

continuum model (IEF-PCM) level of theory and with dichloromethane (DCM) as the 

solvent.25–27 The final electronic energies were re-computed at the B3LYP-D3/

[6-311+G(d,p) + LANL2DZ (Mn)] level of theory (called as B3LYP-D3/BS2) by utilizing 

the geometries optimized at the B3LYP-D3/BS1 level. Zero point energies, thermal 

corrections, and entropies for the free energy and enthalpy were calculated at the B3LYP-

D3/BS1 level of theory and corrected to a solution standard state of 1M at 298.15 K.28 These 

corrections were then applied to the energies calculated at the B3LYP-D3/BS2 level to 

afford the free energy and enthalpy values discussed in the text.

Most of the TSs and intermediates on the singlet potential energy surface have a lower 

energy open-shell singlet electronic state. Some calculated triplet states have large spin 

contamination from the high-energy quintet electronic state.

Bond dissociation enthalpies (BDE) for C–H bonds are computed as BDE(Sub-C–H) = 

[H(Sub-C·) + H(H·)] − H(Sub-C–H),29 at the B3LYP-D3/BS2 level of theory (here, H stands 

for enthalpy). The enthalpy of the hydrogen atom, H(H·), was set to its exact value of −0.5 

hartree.30 The computed BDE of the benzylic C–H bond of toluene at this level of theory is 

87.5 kcal/mol, which is in reasonable agreement with experimental value (88.4 kcal/mol)31 

and those previously computed (89.8 kcal/mol).29
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Results and Discussion

Nature of the oxidant.

The electronic structure of permanganate ion (i.e. MnO4
−) has been the subject of extensive 

analyses.32–35 In general, it is found that the triplet state of MnO4
− is very high in energy 

relative to its closed shell singlet ground state (~51 kcal/mol experimentally).16 However, 

the B3LYP/6-311+G(d) calculations by Strassner and Houk provided a singlet-triplet energy 

difference of 20.8 kcal/mol for the permanganate ion.18 We have likewise found values in 

the range of ~17-35 kcal/mol with various DFT methods. (See SI) This indicates that 

popular DFT methods significantly underestimate the singlet-triplet energy splitting for the 

permanganate ion.36–37 Thus, in order to eliminate potential uncertainty with the DFT 

methods used in this study, we focus on relative trends in reactivity for C–H oxidation of 

diketopiperazine substrates rather than their absolute values.

The next important question is the coordination environment and speciation of the 

permanganate oxidants in the reported oxidation reactions with 1 and 2. It is generally 

thought that the counter-ions associated with these oxidants (Ag+ and TBA+, respectively) 

expand the scope of permanganate oxidations by increasing solubility in organic solvents.38 

Additionally, it is known that quaternary ammonium permanganates (including 2) form 

aggregates and/or ion-pairs in nonpolar solvents like dichloromethane.39 It is also known 

that Lewis acids such as BF3 can form strong complexes with permanganate that affect the 

rate of oxidation.40–41 We, therefore, became interested in assessing the role of the counter-

cation on the reactivity and selectivity for C–H oxidation. For this purpose, we use five 

model oxidants in our analysis: (a) the “naked” MnO4
− anion (N), (b) the [(Py2Ag)+–

(MnO4)−] and [(Py2Ag)+–(MnO4)−]2 ion-pairs, i.e. monomeric (M1) and dimeric (D1) 

forms of 1, and (c) the [(n-Bu4N)+–(MnO4)−] and [(n-Bu4N)+−(MnO4)−]2 ion-pairs, i.e. 
monomeric (M2) and dimeric (D2) forms of 2. (Figure 2) One should emphasize that 

previous computational studies on the reactivity of the permanganate ion in C–H 

oxidation18, 42–43 and other reactions44–47 typically use N as the model oxidant and do not 

study the role of ion-pairs.

Calculations presented in this paper show that the ion-complexation free energy for M1 and 

M2 are 10.9 and 6.2 kcal/mol, respectively. In these monomeric ion-pair species, either the 

silver atom of the Py2Ag+ counter-cation or the α-hydrogens of the TBA+ counter-cation 

directly interact with the permanganate oxygens (see Figure 2 and Supporting materials).48 

The dimerization free energy for D1 and D2 are 18.1 and 12.8 kcal/mol, respectively. D1 has 

a sandwich-type structure with permanganate ions bridging the Py2Ag+ unit, whereas in D2 
the permanganate ions are buried between two relatively flat TBA+ units (see Figure 2 and 

Supporting materials). The computed energetics indicate that aggregates (monomeric, 

dimeric or higher order) of ion-paired oxidants are likely to be present in the reaction 

mixture, at least, in non-polar solvents (such as dichloromethane). Therefore, herein we 

investigate the potential critical nature of the counter-cation and oxidant speciation on C–H 

oxidation by permanganate using computations for the first time.
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Dual C–H oxidation of diketopiperazines.

We modeled the dimeric diketopiperazine substrate (+)-3 (see Scheme 1A) by replacing half 

of the dimer with a t-Bu group to simplify the calculations while maintaining the steric 

environment of the dimeric structure. The resulting model substrate, I, is given in Figure 3. 

Analysis of the optimized structure of I shows that the diketopiperazine ring adopts a boat 

conformation where the α-C–H bonds at C11 and C15 are in axial positions. Generally, the 

cis-amide bonds favor a planar ring structure, but proline-diketopiperazines, like those 

studied here, are known to favor a boat conformation.49

We next assessed the strength of the unique C–H bonds in model species I by calculating 

their bond dissociation energies (BDEs). We find that the two weakest C–H bonds of I are 

C11–H (74.5 kcal/mol) and C15-H (77.5 kcal/mol), which is consistent with the 

experimentally observed oxidation pattern. The adjacent carbonyl and amide nitrogen groups 

stabilize the radical species through a capto-dative effect. While these computations indicate 

that the C11–H bond is weaker than the C15–H bond of model I, it is not known from 

experiments which position, C11 or C15, is oxidized first because no partial oxidation 

products are observed.

Comparison of the geometry and computed BDEs of the optimized structure of (+)-3 
(obtained from the published crystal structure6) and I shows that the model accurately 

captures the features of the real compound. (See Supporting Materials.)

First C–H oxidation.

In studying the first C–H oxidation, we aimed to build upon the current understanding of the 

mechanism by emphasizing novelty and complexity introduced through the substrate and 

oxidants. Previous work18 utilizing “naked” oxidant N and simpler substrates, have 

identified two major steps of the reaction: C–H bond cleavage and C–O bond formation, 

which occurs via the fast O-rebound pathway (see Figure 1). Here, for our initial 

mechanistic study with I, we examine the mechanism and site-selectivity with oxidants X = 

N, M1, and D1. Furthermore, as a competing pathway to the previously reported the O-

rebound mechanism for C–O bond formation, we also examined the OH-rebound 

mechanism. Thus, this section of the paper is designed not only to elucidate the mechanism 
of the dual C–H bond oxidation in complex model substrates, but also to identify the role of 
counter-cation (here we chose bis(pyridine)-silver(I), as an example) and aggregation states 
of the oxidant in the C–H oxidation reaction.

As mentioned above (and illustrated in Figure 4 for the case of X = N), the C–H oxidation 

reaction is initiated by coordination of the substrate I to oxidant (X) to form the pre-reaction 

complex I-1-X (see also scheme to Table 1. In our notations, roman numerals denote the 

model followed by the label for the structure on the potential energy surface and X to denote 

the oxidant). Calculations show that the permanganate ion, regardless of its aggregation 

state, has a closed-shell singlet ground state with higher-lying open-shell singlet and triplet 

states.50 As expected, association of singlet oxidant with substrate I also forms the pre-

reaction complex I-1-X with the closed-shell singlet state. However, the following C–H 

cleavage transition state I-1TS-X has an open-shell singlet ground electronic state (i.e. HAT 
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mechanism) with an α- and β-unpaired spins: its closed-shell singlet (i.e., hydride transfer 

mechanism) and triplet (i.e., radical mechanism with two unpaired α-spins) states are higher 

in energy. These findings allow us to conclude that the closed-shell and open-shell singlet 

state energy surfaces of the reaction cross before the C–H cleavage transition state (i.e. spin 

de-coupling occurs before the C–H bond breaks). Thus, these calculations support the C–H 

abstraction mechanism proposed by Mayer and coworkers.16, 19

The product from I-1TS-X is a carbon centered radical and a reduced MnVI species HO-

MnO3
− (I-2-X). This intermediate has the triplet ground electronic state with energetically 

higher-lying open-shell singlet state. Examination of the energy surfaces suggest that spin-

flip (i.e. singlet-triplet seam-of-crossing) is likely to occur either immediately after the 

transition state I-1TS-X or in the vicinity of the intermediate I-2-X. Regardless where the 

spin-flip occurs, this finding indicates that the lower energy triplet state I-2-X is likely the 

relevant intermediate at this stage of the reaction. On the closed-shell singlet surface, there is 

no intermediate like I-2-X, and the C–O bond formation via the O-rebound mechanism 

occurs without energy barrier.

Next, we discuss the important energy parameters for the site-selective (C11–H vs C15–H) 

C–H oxidation of I. In Table 1, we report the calculated barriers (ΔG‡/ΔH‡ I-1-X → I-1TS-
X) and reaction energies (ΔG/ΔH, I-1-X → I-2-X) for C–H abstraction at both the C11 and 

C15 positions of I with the three model oxidants. In general, the presence of counter-cation 

(i.e. ion-paired oxidants) slightly lowers the C–H abstraction barriers relative to those with 

N. This can be attributed to the interaction between the Ag center and the permanganate 

oxygen that assumes spin during the reaction (Ag-O = 2.79 and 2.51 Å for M1 and D1 at 

C15, respectively) as shown in Figure 5.

However, the trends based on the aggregation state are complex indicating the possibility of 

multiple steric and electronic contributions. The aggregation state of the oxidant also has a 

minor effect on the driving force of the reaction: the reaction with D1 is slightly less 

exergonic than that with N and M1.

However, the nature of the oxidant appears to have a larger effect on the site-selectivity of 

the reaction: With smaller oxidants N and M1, the oxidation at the C15 position is kinetically 

favored by 0.8 and 2.6 kcal/mol, respectively. In contrast, with D1, the oxidation at the C11 

position is kinetically favored by 0.9 kcal/mol.

The patterns in site-selectivity are not intuitive as one might expect the larger oxidants to 

increasingly favor oxidation at the more accessible C–H bond at C15. However, the structure 

of the oxidant has an effect on the orientation of the MnO4
− unit and consequently on its 

interactions with the substrate. For M1 and D1, the closest distance between the active 

MnO4
− and the tert-butyl substituent at C3 is 2.29 and 2.40 Å, respectively. Therefore, the 

M1 oxidant is closer to the tert-butyl group of the substrate than D1 indicating the former 

produces worse steric interactions even though it is the smaller oxidant structure.

The computed reaction energies (Table 1) are consistent with the relative BDEs of C11–H 

and C15–H indicating that thermodynamics favor oxidation at C11. However, the computed 
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barriers are not consistent with this trend indicating that there are factors based on the nature 

of oxidant and complexity of the substrate that can cause the kinetic trends to deviate from 

those expected from thermodynamics. This is an initial indication that information in 

addition to BDEs will be needed to fully understand the reactivity trends.

With the available computational data, it is difficult to make a definitive conclusion on 

which site (i.e. C11–H or C15–H) is oxidized first. However, it is clear that both sites should 

be reactive under the reaction conditions. For the consistency and simplicity of our 

discussion, below we present data for the rest of the reaction starting from oxidation at C15. 

The computational data for the reaction starting from C11 gives a consistent picture and is 

provided in the Supporting Information.

C–O bond formation.

We next examined C–O bond formation from the C–H abstraction product I-2-X (see Figure 

4). This process may proceed via two competing pathways: (i) O-rebound pathway that 

involves coupling of the C15-radical center and HO–MnO3
− through transition state 1-2TS-

X to form a permanganate ester intermediate, I-3-X, and (ii) OH-rebound pathway that 

involves transfer of the OH group from HO–MnO3
− to the C15-center through transition 

state 1-2TS’-X to form the alcohol product and a MnVO3
− species (I-3’-X). (Figure 6) 

Assuming the triplet state I-2-X is the only relevant intermediate, both reactions occur 

entirely on the triplet energy surface although the open-shell singlet surface is only slightly 

higher in energy. (Figure 4)

With oxidant N, the computed free energy barrier for the O-rebound (at transition state 

I-2TS-N) is 0.9 kcal/mol, and the reaction is exergonic by 42.7 kcal/mol relative to I-2-N. 

On the other hand, the competing OH-rebound proceeds through a free energy barrier of 1.9 

kcal/mol (at transition state I-2TS’-N) and is exergonic by 21.1 kcal/mol. (An apostrophe on 

the label for the structure indicates a pathway originating from OH-rebound while absence 

of an apostrophe indicates a pathway originating from O-rebound.) Thus, both O-rebound 

and OH-rebound are very fast processes. Unfortunately, all our attempts to locate both O-

rebound and OH-rebound transition states with higher-order oxidants M1 and D1 failed.51 

However, the thermodynamic trends are consistent across the examined oxidants: The O-

rebound product I-3-X is thermodynamically favored by a significant margin regardless of 

the presence of the counter-cation (21.6, 20.7, and 22.1 kcal/mol for N, M1, and D1, 

respectively). This is likely because the three coordinate MnVO3
− complex (X’, where N’ = 

MnO3
−, M1’ = Py2AgMnO3, and D1’ = MnO4[Py2Ag]2MnO3) of I-3’-X is a high energy 

species. (Figure 6) Of course, I-3-X and I-3’-X species could, in general, rearrange to each 

other, but the equilibrium lies significantly toward I-3-X and the transformation requires a 

significant energy barrier (see Supporting Materials for more details). Therefore, we 

conclude that both the permanganate ester I-3-X and alcohol I-3’-X intermediates are 

possible products of the first oxidation, but they are not likely to be directly interconvertible 

to any significant degree through the pathway studied here.52 Practically, either of these 

mechanistic pathways is subject of reaction conditions, including the nature of the solvent 

and oxidant used, concentration of oxidant and temperature.
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To summarize, the first C–H bond oxidation occurs at either activated C–H bond (i.e. C11–H 

and C15–H) of the diketopiperazine through an open-shell singlet transition state (i.e., 

radical pathway). Subsequent spin flip and fast O-rebound or OH-rebound lead to a new C–

O bond in either the MnV permanganate ester I-3-X or alcohol I-3’-X intermediates, 

respectively. Inclusion of the counter-cation (i.e. the ion-paired oxidants) in the calculations 

has a slight stabilizing effect on the calculated free energy barriers of the first C–H 

abstraction (which are within 10.1-12.8 kcal/mol range depending on the nature of oxidants 

and positions of the activated C–H bonds).

Second C–H oxidation.

Thus, the products of the first C–H oxidation could be both permanganate ester I-3-X and 

alcohol I-3’-X intermediates, of which the former is thermodynamically more stable. Herein 

we examined the mechanisms of the second C–H bond oxidation from both intermediates of 

the first C–H oxidation and operate under the assumption (see above) that intermediates I-3-
X and I-3’-X are not interconvertible. To maintain continuity with the previous section, we 

present here the results for oxidation of C11–H starting from the products I-3-X and I-3’-X 
of the C15–H oxidation. We also studied oxidation of C15–H starting from the product of the 

C11–H oxidation and found similar results. (See Supporting Materials.)

C11–H bond oxidation from the permanganate ester intermediate following O-rebound.

From the permanganate ester intermediate I-3-X, the C11–H bond oxidation could occur via 

two different pathways: i) intramolecular, i.e. with the MnV permanganate ester, and ii) 

intermolecular, i.e. with a second equivalent of MnVII permanganate. The computed barriers 

and reaction energies for these pathways and for N, M1 and D1 are provided in Figure 7.

Briefly, we found that the ground electronic state of the reactant I-3-X is the triplet state and 

the C–H abstraction transition states I-3TS-X and I-3TS-2X (here, 2X indicates the 

utilization of two equivalents of oxidant) have triplet ground states with significant spin 

contamination from the quintet state (<S2> values are 2.6-2.8). Careful examination of the 

spin density for the spin-contaminated triplet C–H cleavage transition states shows that they 

are analogous to the open-shell singlet state above discussed for the first C–H oxidation. 

(Figure 8)

For the intramolecular C–H bond oxidation pathway, the aggregation state of the oxidant 

does not have much effect on the free energy barriers: the calculated free energy barriers at 

the transition state I-3TS-X are 20.6, 23.0, and 16.7 kcal/mol for N, M1, and D1, 

respectively. (Figure 7, right from the I-3-X) These values are all significantly higher than 

the barriers computed for the first C–H oxidation. Thus, if the dual oxidation of 

diketopiperazines 3 and 5 (Scheme 1) would occur via this mechanistic scenario, then we 

should expect formation of the partial oxidation product. However, partial oxidation 

products were not observed under optimal conditions. Therefore, we conclude that the 

intramolecular second C–H oxidation is not a likely pathway for the reaction, and it will not 

be discussed further.
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Next, we examine the intermolecular pathway (see Figures 7 and 8). In this case, the 
aggregation state of the oxidant has a pronounced effect on the computed energetics. The 

calculated intermolecular oxidation of the second C–H bond with “naked” oxidant N 
requires 20.8 kcal/mol barrier, which is almost twice the barrier for the first C–H oxidation. 

Careful analysis of the energies (Figure 7, left from the I-3-X) and structures (Figure 8) 

reveals that the increased barrier for the second C–H oxidation is due in part to the 

unfavorable free energy of association of the second equivalent of N with the permanganate 

ester to form I-3-2N (ΔG = 7.6 kcal/mol) (see Figure S9 for contour plot of this structure 

showing no attractive interaction between the MnO4-units). However, inclusion of the 

counter-cation into the calculations produces favorable free energies of association for the 

second oxidant (ΔG = −14.2 and −18.4 kcal/mol for the formation of I-3-2M1 and I-3-2D1, 

respectively).53 This is likely due to the counter-cations mitigating electrostatic repulsion 

between the two negatively charged manganese species. The resulting computed free energy 

barriers for the second C–H activation are therefore much lower in the presence of the 

counter-cation (7.9 and 8.6 kcal/mol with the M1 and D1 oxidants, respectively). These 

barriers are considerably lower than those for the first C–H oxidation and are, therefore, 

consistent with the lack of partial oxidation products using cis-substituted diketopiperazines.
1,54

To summarize, we found that C11–H bond (i.e. the second C–H) activation from the C15 

permanganate ester I-3-X, (a) proceeds via the intermolecular pathway with free energy 

barriers which are lower than those reported for the first C–H bond activation, and (b) 

depends on the ion-pairing and aggregation state of the oxidant. Similar to the first C–H 

bond oxidation, I-4-2X can undergo O-rebound and OH-rebound to form di-MnV-

permanganate ester I-5-2X and alcohol-ester I-6-2X intermediates, respectively (not shown 

in Figure 7: see supporting materials for more details). The di-MnV-permanganate ester 

products are more stable than alcohol-ester products although the formation of either 

product is possible. The formation of the alcohol-ester intermediates I-6-2X (relative to the 

I-3-X + X dissociation limit) is exergonic by 26.2, 44.8 and 45.1 kcal/mol for N, M1 and 

D1, respectively, while formation of the di-MnV-permanganate ester intermediates I-5-2X is 

exergonic by 49.0, 70.0 and 66.2 kcal/mol for N, M1 and D1, respectively,

The conversions of I-5-2X and I-6-2X to the diol (I”) as final product (see below Figures 9 

and 10) and eventual formation of colloidal MnO2 — the known product of C–H oxidation 

by permanganate16 — require additional transformations that are not yet understood. We 

have considered a variety of potential transformations but have not been able to obtain 

experimental evidence to validate the details of these steps.

C11–H bond oxidation from the alcohol intermediate following OH-rebound.

While the second oxidation of a permanganate ester by another equivalent of oxidant, guided 

by ion-pairing with cation, does explain the formation of only diol, we also explored the 

possibility that the alcohol is formed in the first step by OH rebound. From the alcohol 

intermediate, I-3’-X, C11–H abstraction, like that from the permanganate ester intermediate 

I-3-X (reported above), may proceed via either i) intramolecular mechanism with the MnV 

byproduct X’ (where N’ = MnO3
− and M1’ = Py2AgMnO3) as an oxidant, or ii) 
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intermodular mechanism with a second equivalent of oxidant (X). Our data to this point 

show consistent results using M1 and D1 for the first C–H oxidation, as well as for the 

second C–H oxidation through the permanganate ester intermediate I-3-X (Figure 7), so for 

efficiency of computation and simplicity of presentation from here on we only report 

calculations with M1.

The computed potential energy surfaces of the C11–H oxidation via these two mechanistic 

pathways are presented in Figure 9. Starting from I-3’-X, intramolecular C–H abstraction by 

the MnV byproduct X’ requires 8.1 and 7.6 kcal/mol free energy barrier at the transition state 

I-3TS’-X and is exergonic by 17.5 and 16.6 kcal/mol for N’ and M1’, respectively. As in all 

the C–H abstraction processes described here, the lowest energy electronic state for the C11–

H activation transition states, I-3TS’-X, is a triplet state that is highly spin-contaminated by 

the quintet state, while the triplet and quintet electronic states of the C11–H activation 

product I-4’-X are energetically almost degenerated.

From the C11–H activation product, I-4’-X, O-rebound and OH-rebound lead to the alcohol-

ester I-5’-X and diol I-6’-X intermediates, respectively. Calculations show that O-rebound 

leading to I-5’-X is more exergonic than the OH-rebound leading to I-6’-X by ~39 and ~30 

kcal/mol for X = N and M1, respectively. Subsequent coordination of another oxidant (X) 

leads to the manganese byproduct (X”) and diol (I”) discussed above.

As shown in Figure 9 (left-hand side), the intramolecular mechanism competes with an 

intermolecular mechanism that is initiated from the same alcohol intermediate, I-3’-X, by 

the coordination of a second equivalent oxidant X. Calculations show that coordination of X 
to I-3’-X is exergonic for both N and M1. Furthermore, reaction follows via the similar 

intermediates and transition states for both oxidants. However, as observed in the 

intermolecular pathway from the permanganate ester (through I-3-2X), the presence of the 

counter-cation has a remarkable effect on the energy of associating two Mn species: In this 

case, the presence of the counter-cation brings over 35 kcal/mol additional stabilization to 

the formation of I-3’-2X. Because of this large difference in energy and for simplicity of our 

presentation, we only discuss intermolecular mechanism of the reaction of I-3’-M1 with 

M1, while we also include all related data for the reaction of I-3’-N with N in Figure 9.

As calculations show, upon coordination of oxidant M1 to the alcohol intermediate I-3’-M1, 

the M1 and M1’ units combine and form a highly stable [Py2Ag]2[Mn2O7] fragment (M1”’) 
within the intermediate I-3’-2M1. This process is exergonic by 50.8 kcal/mol. Analysis of 

the Mulliken spin density of the lowest energy triplet state of I-3’-2M1 shows that one spin 

is located on each Mn-centers suggesting the MnVI-MnVI nature of the [Py2Ag]2[Mn2O7] 

fragment. From this intermediate C11–H abstraction occurs with a similarly low free energy 

barrier (calculated relative to the intermediate I-3’-2M1), by 6.4/5.8 kcal/mol, and is 

exergonic by 18.6/16.8 kcal/mol.

The direct product of the C11–H abstraction is intermediate I-4’-2M1, where the reduced 

(O)3Mn-O-Mn(O)2(OH) inorganic core is hydrogen bonded to the mono-hydroxylated 

substrate. Once again, the C–H abstraction product can undergo O-rebound or OH-rebound 

to form alcohol-ester and diol products, I-5’-2M1 and I-6’-2M1, respectively (see Figure 
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10). Surprisingly, the O-rebound and OH-rebound products are energetically close: These 

processes are found to be exergonic by 36.3 and 34.3 kcal/mol, respectively. To understand 

this finding, we closely analyzed the geometries of I-5’-2M1 and I-6’-2M1. In the alcohol-

ester complex I-5’-2M1, two Mn-centers are bridged with only one oxo-center, while the 

I-6’-2M1 they are bridged with two oxo-centers (see Supporting Materials and Figure 10). 

Since product complexes I-5’-2M1 and I-6’-2M1 are close in energy, it is likely they can 

rearrange to each other. Calculations show that the dissociation of the manganese byproduct 

(M1”) from I-6’-2M1 requires 27.6/44.1 kcal/mol energy.

This discussion shows that, in general, the second C–H bond oxidation initiated from either 

the MnV permanganate ester I-3-X (i.e. O-rebound product of the first C–H oxidation) or 

alcohol I-3’-X (i.e. OH-rebound product of the first C–H oxidation) intermediates proceeds 

via intermolecular mechanisms with free energy barriers in the range of ~5-9 kcal/mol, 

which are significantly lower than those computed for the first C–H oxidation. Critically, the 

close contact ion-paired oxidant (in contrast to the “naked” ion N, i.e. solvent separated ion-

pair), is important for facilitating the second C–H oxidation regardless of the starting point. 

If the reaction starts from the permanganate ester intermediate I-3-X, the acceleration of the 

second C–H oxidation may be due to stabilizing interactions between the oxidants leading to 

a directing effect. In contrast, if the reaction starts from the alcohol intermediate I-3’-X, the 

second equivalent of MnVII permanganate captures the high energy MnVO3
− species and 

forms a highly reactive di-nuclear MnVI-MnVI inorganic species that facilitates the C–H 

abstraction process.55

To summarize, we found that: (a) The first C–H oxidation of diketopiperazine by 

permanganate (regardless of its aggregation state) proceeds with 10-13 kcal/mol activation 

free energy barriers, and results in a permanganate ester I-3-X and alcohol I-3’-X 
intermediates through the O-rebound and OH-rebound pathways, respectively; (b) the 

second C–H bond oxidation initiated from either the MnV permanganate ester I-3-X or 

alcohol I-3’-X intermediates proceeds via the intermolecular mechanism with lower free 

energy barriers than those computed for the first C–H oxidation, (c) The close proximity of 

the counter-cation to the oxidant in the ion-pair is critical in facilitating this second C–H 

oxidation and leads to a dual oxidation of diketopiperazine regardless of the reaction 

pathway.

Substrate oxidation patterns.

With this mechanistic understanding in hand for dual C–H oxidation, we begin efforts to 

systematically study substituted diketopiperazines that produce unexpected oxidation 

patterns. Many such substrates have an indole at the C3 position. We, therefore, used model 

substrate (model II, see figure to Table 2) to investigate the impact of indole substitution at 

the C3 position relative to the tert-butyl substitution of I.

The calculated barriers (ΔG‡/ΔH‡) and reaction energies (ΔG/ΔH) for C–H abstraction at the 

C11 and C15 positions of II with the naked (N) and ion-paired (M1) model oxidants are 

shown in Table 2. (See Supporting Materials for BDEs and data with D1.) The observed 

differences in reactivity between I and II is small, indicating that the t-Bu to indole 
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substitution at the C3 position has no appreciable impact of the dual oxidation in these 

diketopiperazine models. Again, we found slightly lower free energy barriers with M1 than 

N, suggesting that the counter-cation may some effect on stabilizing the first C–H 

abstraction TS.

Di- vs. tri-oxidation.

Next, we explored the unexpected oxidation pattern upon the reaction of C3-indole 

substituted diketopiperazine (+)-5 and oxidant 2 (see Scheme 1B). It is evident that the 

existence of two unique hydrogens at C15 in (+)-5 increases the complexity of the oxidation 

compared to the models I and II and creates conditions in which diastereomeric product 

formation could occur. In addition, the resulting alcohol can be further oxidized to the 

ketone. However, previous experiments by the Movassaghi group 14 showed that the reaction 

of (+)-5 with 2 yields diol (–)-6 as a single diastereomer, with stereoretention of the singly 

oxidized C11–H and C15–H bonds. This result suggests that 2 is not capable of resulting in 

over-oxidation to the triketopiperazine. We explored how this outcome is achieved.

Because of the relatively small size of (+)-5, we used it directly in our computational 

modelling (called model III, see Figure 11). For the sake of expanding our understanding of 

the role of the counter-cation in the reaction, as well as consistency with the experimental 

conditions, we extended our modeling and also included oxidant 2 (i.e., M2, Figure 2), 

which has a TBA+ counter-cation, in the calculation of the C–H oxidation barriers of III.

The computed BDEs for the C11–H and C15–H bonds (both C15–Ha and C15–Hb)56 of III 
are 78.0 and 82.0 kcal/mol, respectively. These values indicate that the α-C–H bonds of III 
are stronger than those of I (74.7 and 77.7 kcal/mol, respectively) and II (75.8 and 78.5 kcal/

mol, respectively, see Supporting Material). Comparison of the calculated C11–H and C15–H 

BDEs for the II and III shows that methyl-to-hydrogen substitution at the C15 position 

increases these BDEs by 2.3 and 3.7 kcal/mol, respectively. The large difference at C15 is 

expected based on the direct effect of the methyl group in stabilizing the resulting radical 

intermediate. The increased BDE at C11 indicates that the substitution pattern at C15 methyl 

group also has a wider effect on the diketopiperazine ring.

The calculated barriers (ΔG‡/ΔH‡) and reaction energies (ΔG/ΔH) for C–H abstraction of the 

C11–H, C15–Ha, and C15–Hb bonds (see Figure 11) of III with the N, M1 and M2 oxidants 

are shown in Figure 12. We first analyze the data with a “naked” oxidant N as a reference 

and then analyze the data with M1 and M2 to examine the effect of the counter-cations.

For this substrate, reactive C–H bonds exist on both faces of the diketopiperazine: We define 

these as the a face, which has the C11–H and C15–Ha bonds, and the b face, which has the 

C15–Hb bond. These correspond with the convex and concave faces of the proline-

diketopiperazine structure, respectively. Association of the naked oxidant, N, with the b face 

is only slightly less favorable than with the a face (ΔG/ΔH = 1.2/0.3 kcal/mol, Figure 12, 

black line). The barriers and reaction energies for the subsequent C–H abstractions are 

consistent with the analysis of the computed BDEs in Figure 11. Compared with the tertiary 

center of C11, the free energy barriers at the secondary center of C15 are higher by 2.1 and 

4.0 kcal/mol for the C15–Ha, and C15–Hb bonds, respectively. Careful examination of the C–
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H abstraction transition state structure for the C15–Hb bond reveals a conformational change 

in the diketopiperazine ring as the source of the 1.9 kcal/mol increase in the barrier relative 

to the C15–Ha bond. In order to align the breaking C–H bond with the π orbitals of the 

amide, the diketopiperazine must undergo a half chair flip to put the C15–Hb bond in an axial 

conformation as shown in Figure 13. As shown in this figure, the diketopiperazine ring is in 

a higher energy chair conformation in the C15–Hb abstraction transition state: This is 

evidenced by the non-eclipsing dihedrals, C15–N–C(=O)–C11 and C15–C(=O)–N–C11 are 

−21 and 28 deg., respectively, which are characteristic of a chair conformation in six-

membered rings. On the other hand, the transition state structure for C15–Ha (also C11–H) 

abstraction has more eclipsing dihedrals, C15–N–C(=O)–C11 and C15–C(=O)–N–C11 are 2 

and 19 deg., respectively, which are characteristic of a boat conformation. It is known that 

the boat conformation is more stable than the chair conformation for proline-

diketopiperazines.48

Thus, for III, the C15–Hb bond is intrinsically less kinetically reactive than the C15–Ha bond 

due to the requirement that the diketopiperazine ring adopt a higher energy conformation in 

the transition state. This effect likely contributes to the lack of oxidation at this position in 

the reaction of (+)-5 and 2, but the magnitude of the effect suggests there may also be other 

factors.

For the oxidant 1 (Figure 12, X = M1, blue line), we observe a remarkable lowering of the 

oxidation barrier for the C15–Ha bond so that both positions on the a face are oxidized at 

about the same rate despite the differences in bond strength indicated in the BDEs and 

reaction energies. This suggests that the ion-pairing in oxidant is more effective at stabilizing 

the TS for C15–Ha cleavage, which is also consistent with our findings on the reaction of 

substrate I and oxidant M1, presented above (see Table 1). Very similar trends are also 

observed in the presence of the TBA+ counter-cation of oxidant 2 (Figure 12, X = M2, red 

line).

In striking contrast to the “naked” oxidant N, coordination of M1 (i.e. oxidant with a Py2Ag
+ counter-cation) to the b face of III is endergonic by 5.6 kcal/mol. However, the intrinsic 

barrier for oxidation of the C15–Hb bond (i.e., calculated from the pre-reaction complex) by 

oxidant M1 is 16.6 kcal/mol, which is very similar to the intrinsic barrier for oxidant N at 

the same position. Likewise, coordination of M2 (i.e. oxidant with a TBA+ counter-cation) 

to the b face of III is endergonic by 6.6 kcal/mol, while having no effect on the intrinsic 

barrier for C–H abstraction (16.5 kcal/mol). These results indicate that the presence of the 

ion-paired oxidant raises the overall barrier for oxidation of the C15–Hb bond by impeding 

the oxidant’s access to it. (See Supporting Materials for the geometries.) These findings 

indicate that the counter-cation impedes access of the oxidant to the C–H bond on the more 

hindered b face of III that makes oxidation of the C15–Ha and C15–Hb bonds highly 

selective.57

Thus, the computations provide evidence for two major contributing factors for the lack of 

over-oxidation at C15 in (+)-5: i) increased inherent kinetic stability due to required 

deviation from the lowest energy conformation of the diketopiperazine ring, and ii) impeded 

approach of the oxidant to more hindered faces of the substrate.
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Conclusions.

We have examined the mechanism of permanganate-mediated dual C–H oxidation of 

complex diketopiperazines with density functional theory. We evaluated the impact of ion-

pairing and aggregation states of the permanganate and counter-cation on theses oxidation 

for the first time. We explored the commonly used counter-cations, bis(pyridine)-silver(I) 

(Ag+) and tetra-n-butyl ammonium (TBA+).

We confirmed the previously proposed the C–H abstraction followed O-rebound mechanism 

leading to a permanganate ester intermediate, but also found that there can be competing 

OH-rebound pathway leading to the alcohol product.

For dual oxidation of diketopiperazine, we found that: (a) the first C–H oxidation by 

permanganate (regardless of the nature of the oxidant) proceeds with free energy barriers of 

~10-13 kcal/mol, and can result in either permanganate ester or alcohol intermediates; (b) 

the second C–H bond oxidation initiated from either intermediate proceeds via an 

intermolecular mechanism (involving a second equivalent of oxidant) with lower free energy 

barriers than those computed for the first C–H oxidation, (c) the presence of the counter-

cation (i.e. ion-paired oxidant species) is critical for success of the second C–H oxidation.

We rationalized an experimentally observed oxidation pattern for C3-indole substituted 

diketopiperazine (+)-5 by oxidant 2: Under optimal conditions, the secondary center at C15 

of substrate (+)-5 is oxidized stereoselectively to produce the cis-diol diketopiperazine 

(−)-6.14 Further oxidation at C15 is likely avoided because of: (i) increased inherent kinetic 

stability due to required deviation from the lowest energy conformation of the 

diketopiperazine ring, and (ii) impeded approach of the oxidant to the more hindered face of 

the substrate because of the larger size of the ion-paired oxidant.

We expect this work will assist in the development of effective oxidants and in oxidation 

patterns for complex substrates such as those we have investigated.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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51. All our attempts to locate both O-rebound and OH-rebound transition states with higher-order 
oxidants M1 and D1 led either to the pre-reaction complexes or the O-rebound and OH-rebound 
products, respectively.

52. Based on the computational data, we cannot fully rule out alternative pathways that may stabilize 
or entirely bypass the high energy MnVO3

− intermediate en route to a putative hydroxylated 
diketopiperazine intermediate.

53. Calculations show that in intermediates I-3-2N, I-3-2M and I-3-2D oxidant species only 
electrostatically interact with each other. Their isomers with a [−OMn(O)2(OH)-O-Mn(O)3] core 
are energetically less stable regardless of the nature of oxidant X.

54. A trans-substituted isomer of diketopiperazine 3 was found to afford a partial oxidation product 
(ref. 6), possibly due to absence of any directing effects after C15-oxidation.

55. We also find that it is possible for the second C–H abstraction to occur directly via MnVO3
− in the 

case if this reaction occurs from the alcohol intermediate I-3’-X. Even in this case, the presence of 
counter-cation is required for formation of the final products.

56. Formally, the BDEs for C15–Ha and C15–Hb are the same because upon cleavage they both result 
in the same C15 radical.

57. Interestingly, the coordination free energy for M2 to the b face is higher than for M1 by 1.0 kcal/
mol, while the coordination enthalpy is equal. While difficult to fully realize in the calculations 
performed here, this finding suggests a potentially key difference in the reactivity of 1 and 2. The 
inherent reactivity of 1 and 2 appears to be very similar. However, it is likely that the entropic 
component of the calculations is much less accurate (i.e., more severely underestimated) for the 
more flexible TBA+ counter-cation of 2 than the Ag+ counter-cation of 1. This may give the 
appearance of similar reactivity in calculations based on only one conformation of the oxidant. 
However, in line with empirical observations of the reactivity of the two oxidants (i.e., 1 > 2), we 
might expect 2 to be generally less reactive due to a greater entropic penalty for its association 
with the substrate
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Figure 1. 
Previously proposed mechanism for alkyl C–H oxidation by permanganate ion. For the sake 

of simplicity, here we present only the hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) mechanism, while the 

reaction can also proceed via the hydride transfer pathway (see text).
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Figure 2. 
Model oxidants used in this study. Here, Py = pyridine.
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Figure 3. 
Model diketopiperazine I used for this mechanistic study and computed bond dissociation 

energies (BDEs) shown in blue and reported in kcal/mol.
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Figure 4. 
Schematic presentation (unscaled) of the free energy surface of the first C11–H oxidation. 

Relative energies are presented for the X = N oxidant. The calculated energies for the 

oxidants M1 and D1 are consistent and are given throughout the rest of this section.
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Figure 5. 
Optimized transition states for C–H abstraction at C15 (I-1TS-X) using the N, M1, and D1 
model oxidants. Bond distances are in Å and Mulliken spin density values in |e| are shown in 

italics.
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Figure 6. 
The examined O-rebound and OH-rebound pathways: energies are calculated relative to I-2-
X and are given as ΔG/ΔH in kcal/mol. For sake of simplicity, here the schematic reaction 

pathway was shown only for model oxidant without counter-cation, i.e. for X = N.
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Figure 7. 
Schematic presentation intramolecular and intermolecular pathways of the C–H abstraction 

at the C15 position of the C11 permanganate intermediate I-3-X (i.e. the second C–H 

oxidation). All energies are calculated relative to the I-3-X + X dissociation limit. For 

simplicity, only the structures with N are depicted.
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Figure 8. 
Optimized transition state structures for the second C–H abstraction through the 

intermodular pathway (I-3TS-2X) for the model oxidants N, M1, and D1. Bond distances 

(in Å) and Mulliken spin density values (in |e|) are shown in italics. Some parts of the 

counter-cations have been removed from the visual representation for clarity.
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Figure 9. 
Schematic presentation of the intramolecular and intermolecular pathways for C11–H 

abstraction starting from the C15 alcohol intermediate I-3’-X. All energies are calculated 

relative to the I-3’-X + X dissociation limit. For simplicity, only the structures with N are 

depicted.
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Figure 10. 
Schematic presentation of the O-rebound, I-5’-2X, and OH-rebound I-6’-2X, intermediates 

of the intermolecular pathway for the second C–H oxidation at the C11 position starting from 

the C15 alcohol intermediate I-3’-X (see Figure 9 for more details). Counter-cations (CC = 
Py2Ag+) are not shown for clarity. Relative energies, as ΔG/ΔH, are given in kcal/mol.
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Figure 11. 
Model diketopiperazine III used for (+)-5 and computed bond dissociation energies (BDEs, 

in kcal/mol) shown in blue.
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Figure 12. 
Schematic presentation of the pathways for C–H abstraction of the C11–H, C15–Ha and C15–

Hb bonds of III with model oxidants N, M1 and M2. All energies are reported as ΔG/ΔH and 

are calculated relative to the III-1-X for the a face (C11–H, C15–Ha). For simplicity, only the 

structures with N are depicted. We also omitted structures associated with the C15–Ha 

abstraction.
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Figure 13. 
Optimized C–H abstraction transition state structures for the C15–Ha and C15–Hb bonds of 

III with the model oxidant N (III-1TS-N). The important dihedral angles are reported in 

deg. and highlighted in red. Some parts of the structures have been removed from the visual 

representation for clarity.
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Scheme 1. 
Representative hydroxylations of complex dimeric diketopiperazines enabling the synthesis 

of complex ETPs.
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Table 1.

The calculated energies for C–H abstraction at the C11 and C15 positions of I with model oxidants N, M1 and 

D1. For sake of simplicity, here the schematic reaction pathway is shown only for model oxidant N and for the 

C15–H oxidation.

C11 C15

Ox. ΔG‡/ΔH‡ ΔG/ΔH ΔG‡/ΔH‡ ΔG/ΔH

N 12.8/12.0 −11.9/−9.5 12.0/10.4 −8.5/−7.3

M1 12.7/11.1 −10.8/−10.6 10.1/8.0 −9.1/−8.2

D1 10.4/11.0 −9.6/−7.0 11.3/12.1 −6.7/−2.2
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Table 2.

The calculated energies for C–H abstraction at the C11 and C15 positions of II with model oxidants N and M1. 

For sake of simplicity, here the schematic reaction pathway is shown only for model oxidant N and for the 

C11–H oxidation

C11 C15

Ox. ΔG‡/ΔH‡ ΔG/ΔH ΔG‡/ΔH‡ ΔG/ΔH

N 12.3/12.6 −10.3/−9.0 11.6/11.4 −4.7/−2.5

M1 11.9/11.6 −11.7/−11.2 10.1/9.2 −8.8/−5.2
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